[Optical Properties of Ag-Al Nanosphere Heterodimer].
Metal nanostructure material has attracted great attention due to its surface plasmon resonance. The optical properties of heterodimer metallic nanostructure materials are different compared with that of homogeneous nanostructure materials because their symmetry structure is broken. The symmetry of the original structures will be changed, and the interaction between the two particles will produce Fano resonance. The Fano resonances are the result of the double or more surface plasmon resonances coupling, and be controlled by properly controlling the nanostructures. The electric field enhancement and the radiation characteristics of the nanostructure are further optimized for the Fano resonance controlled. Aluminum nanostructure materials have become the best choice of the surface plasmon resonance in the UV region, because gold, silver and other noble metals have inter-band transition effects. In this work, we study the local field and absorption spectra of heterodimer composed of a silver nanosphere and an aluminum nanosphere by the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) theory. Firstly, the effects of the incident polarization, the geometric like, nanospheres separation, nanosphere radius and physical dielectric media on the optical response of silver-aluminum nanospheres heterodimer are analyzed. Secondly, the near field distributions of heterodimer are given in-depth discussion. Due to the destruction of the symmetry of dimer material, heterodimeric optical character is significantly different from homodimer. Fano resonances are produced in UV and visible light in the heterodimer respectively when silver-aluminum nanospheres heterodimer is illuminated by the Y-polarized light. More favorable Fano resonance effects can be obtained by regulating the spacing and size of heterodimer in the given dielectric environment which is also an effect factor certainly. Finally, the absorption of the heterodimer contributed from each nanosphere structure is also analyzed. In this way, the result which is a general and complete description of the optical properties of silver-aluminum nanospheres heterodimer nanostructure in the paper, leads to the suppression and enhancement of the surface plasmon resonance in different frequency bands and may be valuable for the design and development of plasmonic devices and optical tools in UV-visible light and could serve as the basis of the future experimental analysis of surface enhanced spectroscopy, molecular detection and biosensor etc.